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1. INTRODUCTION 
In part I of this paper [A.131 a set of criteria was formulated for the 
unitary equivalence of two self-adjoint operators acting in an abstract Hilbert 
space. These criteria were modeled after the gentleness criteria of Friedrichs 
and were called partial gentleness criteria. 
In part II of this paper [A.14], it was illustrated that these criteria can be 
verified for a class of potential perturbations of, A, the Laplacian. Potentials 
of this class were required to satisfy a version of the Povzner-Ikebe condition. 
In the present part III of this paper, we generalize the Povzner-Ikebe 
condition. Our aim is to improve the behavior of the potential near infinity. 
We also allow the same local behavior as Povzner [A.11 and Ikebe [A.21 did. 
This leads to a technical difficulty. Ifwe would restrict this local behavior 
as we did in part II then the proofs would be considerably shorter. However, 
we wish to illustrate hat the partial gentleness criteria can be verified for 
such potentials. 
In Section 2 we first introduce two conditions on the potential. Condition I 
is a restriction on the local behavior. Such a condition has been used in 
connection with the study of the essential spectra by Schechter [ES] and 
elsewhere [B.4]. Condition II is both a local and a global restriction on the 
potential. In fact according to the Appendix, Condition II implies Condi- 
tion I. Our main requirement on the potential p is that it can be written in the 
formp = p1 + pa , wherep, satisfies Condition I and pa satisfies Condition II. 
Roughly speaking, in this decomposition, pi is the locally bad part of p. In 
Theorem 2.1 we show that for such potentials, under mild continuity and 
other assumptions, the continuous part of the Friedrichs extension of 
- A + M(p) is unitarily equivalent to - A. In case of dimension d = 1, 
Theorem 2.1 gives a theorem of Titchmarsh [A.171 and in case of dimension 
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d = 3 it gives a generalization fthe theorem of Povzner [A.l] and Ikebe [A.2]. 
Let us remark that the continuity assumption of Theorem 2.1 could be 
weakened. For example it can be replaced by the assumption that the poten- 
tial is small. However, we have not been able to remove it completely. 
According to a verbal communication of Kuroda this question will be studied 
in his forthcoming paper [A.16]. 
In Section 3 we formulate the partial gentleness criteria nd a previous 
theorem on partly gently perturbations. This is done in Theorem 3.1. These 
criteria consist of two parts. We refer to the first part as partial gentleness 
conditions and to the second part as additional conditions. These conditions 
are stated with reference to a given Banach space 8 which is not unique. The 
construction of such a space makes essential use of the specific properties 
of the given perturbation problem. 
In Section 4 we verify the first conclusion of Theorem 2.1. That is, we 
show that the operator - d + M(p) is bounded from below. Hence it does 
admit a Friedrichs extension that we denote by (- d + M(p)), . 
In Section 5 we formulate estimates for the operator valued Green’s 
function of the Laplacian. Roughly speaking one obtains this operator valued 
function from the usual Green’s function by freezing the radial variables and 
letting it act only on the angular variables. Crude estimates for the norm of 
this operator were formulated in Theorem 4.1 of part II. At present we make 
essential use of the fact that the Laplacian admits a family of reducing 
subspaces such that on each of these it acts like an ordinary differential 
operator. We use this fact and a uniform estimate for Bessel functions, formul- 
ated elsewhere [B.ll], to obtain estimates for the operator valued Green’s 
function. This leads to Theorem 5.1. 
In Section 6 we derive Theorem 2.1 from the abstract Theorem 3.1. 
Specifically for the unperturbed operator we take - A and for the perturbed 
operator we take (- A + M(p)), . Th en introduce a partial gentleness norm 
with reference to which the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 hold for the pair 
(- A, (- A + M(p)),). This partial gentleness norm consists of three 
terms. The first erm corresponds to the potential p, in the decomposition 
p = pi + p, of Section 2. This term is a norm and it is similar to a norm 
used elsewhere [A.7]. The second term corresponds to the potential p, . 
It is also a norm and it is analogous but more general than the partial gentle- 
ness norm introduced in part II. The third term is due, so to speak, to the 
interaction between the potentials pi and p, . Since our partial gentleness 
norm consists of three terms it is involved to work with it. In case p, is zero 
these three terms reduce to a single one. Hence according to Section 2 the 
appearance of the other two terms is due to the local behavior of p. This is 
the previously mentioned technical difficulty. To verify the partial gentleness 
assumptions of Theorem 3.1 with reference to this norm we need the estimates 
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of Theorem 5.1 and some well known properties of the Green’s function of d. 
To verify the additional assumptions of Theorem 3.1 we need a deep result 
of Kato [B.l] for dimensions d > 2 and a lemma of Titchmarsh [B.7.g] for 
d = 1. It is the application of this Kato result where we use the continuity 
assumption on p. 
In conclusion let us remark that our generalization of the Povzner-Ikebe 
theorem overlaps with the recent results of Kato [A.8], Kuroda LA.161 and 
Krohn [A.15]. 
2. FORMULATION OF AN EXTENDED POVZNER-IKEBE THEOREM 
Let 8, denote the real Euclidean space of dimension d, and let 8, denote 
the class of infinitely differentiable complex valued functions on b, whose 
support is bounded and does not contain the origin. As is well known [B.9] the 
Laplacian is essentially self-adjoint on &, and we denote the closure by d. 
For a given measurable function p, to which we shall refer as a potential, 
we denote by M(p) the operator of multiplication by p, i.e. set 
WP)fW = P(X)f(4 
In case of dimension d = 3 Povzner [A.l] formulated a condition on the 
potential p, which ensures that - d + M(p) is essentially self-adjoint on 
@, and that the continuous part of its closure is unitarily equivalent to - d. 
His result was extended by Ikebe EA.21 who showed that it suffices to assume 
the following: 
CONDITION P-I. The potential p is real, square integrable over all of &a 
and there is a positive numbs E such that 
P(x) = 0 (h,““ at (x j = co. 
Furthermore p is H&?der continuous with the exception of Jinitely many points. 
Our aim is to generalize Condition P-I, in particular to generalize the 
growth condition at infinity. To describe such a generalization we first intro- 
duce some notations. For a given potential p we set 
P-1) 
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and if a pair of positive numbers (d, 6) is also given, we set 
With the aid of these notations we formulate: 
CONDITION I. The function p, is square integrable on any compact set which 
does not contain the origin, and for each positive number 6, 
1d.8(P1) < O” and 
CONDITION II. Th function p, is square integrable on any compact set which 
does not contain the origin and 
,’ m 
I 
P,*(i3 de-, o 
\ 
d=l 
It is nearly evident that for d > 2 Condition I does not imply Condition II, 
even if we assume that p, has bounded support. According to the Appendix, 
Condition II does imply Condition I. Incidentally, note that for d = 3, 
Condition I is implied by the square integrability assumption of Condition 
P-I. 
We shall also need a condition introduced by Kato [B.l] in connection 
with his investigations of the reduced wave equation. It reads as follows: 
CONDITON K. There is a number &, such that 
With the aid of these conditions we formulate the following extension of 
the theorems of Povzner-Ikebe [B.2] and Titchmarsh [B.7.h] [A.17]. 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let the real potential p be of the form p = p, $ p, , where 
p, satisjies Condition I and p, satisfies Condition II. Suppose that p, has bounded 
support and that the operator M(p,) is A-compact. Suppose further that for 
dimensions d > 2 the potential p is locally Holder continuous with the exception 
of finitely many points and that it satisfies Condition K. Then the operator 
- A + M(p) on &,, is bounded from below. The continuous part of its Friedrichs 
extension is unitarily equivalent o - A. 
To see that this theorem extends the Povzner-Ikebe theorem replace the 
growth requirement in Condition P-I by the following more general one 
p(x) = 0 fh)‘+*+’ at 1 x 1 = So. 
For brevity assume that this holds in the neighborhood 1 x / > 1. Suppose 
that p satisfies uch a generalized Condition P-I and set 
‘p(x) ’ x ’ < l 
p,(x) = lo j x j > 0 
and ’ p,(x) = p(x) -p,(x). 
Then Theorem 2.1 applies to such a potential p and according to general 
considerations [B.4], [B.5], the operator - A + M(p) is essentially self- 
adjoint on 8, . Hence the conclusion of the Povzner-Ikebe theorem follows. 
Let us remark that most likely, the assumption that p, has bounded support 
and M(p,) is A-compact can be weakened. 
3. THE PREVIOUS THEOREM ON PARTLY GENTLE PERTURBATIONS 
Let the operators A, and A, act in an abstract Hilbert space $ and assume 
that they are self-adjoint on the given domains a(&,) and D(A,). These 
domains need not be equal but we assume that their intersection is dense and 
we set 
V =A, -A, on %%I) n Wl). 
Let 3 be a given bounded interval and let E,(9) and E&Y) denote the spectral 
projector of these operators over 9. We denote by A,(Y) and A,(Y) the part 
of these operators over 9, that is their restriction to E,,(9) 6 and El(Y) fi. 
Next let !I3 be a Banach space such that both 23 and $ can be embedded in a 
metric space m. We assume that this embedding is such that, 23 n 5 is dense 
in V(D(A,) n %$A,)) with reference to the @-norm and in 93 with reference 
to the 23-norm. We assume further that V considered as a mapping of 
D(A,) n D(A,) into 1111 is continuous with reference to the %Q-metric, and 
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hence it can be extended to all of $3. In applications the abstract Hilbert space 
fi is an 8, space and for 9.JI we choose the space of measurable functions. Then 
these requirements are practically no restrictions. 
As is well known [B.7.d], the unperturbed resolvent set, p(A,), contains 
the points of the open upper or lower half planes that we denote by pk. 
For a given interval 3 and angle 01 between 0 and 7~12 we define the regions 
.%‘@) by the relations 
W*(~)=Eljl*:Re~*~~,O<Iarg~*) <o(]. (3.1)+ 
If 9 is in the spectrum of A, then the resolvent &(& = (EL+ - -4,)-l can 
not be continued onto 9 as a bounded operator on $3. Accordingly we speak 
about the two resolvents in the two disjoint regions W*(9). 
Now we formulate the previously mentioned criteria which allow us to 
continue the perturbed resolvent onto 9 as a form on 23 x 23. To describe 
this in more specific terms we introduce a convention. We say that the opera- 
tors R&L*) on $j determine bounded forms on 23 x 23, if the forms 
R(P&~ CL d = CL %W g> on @ f-7 5) x (8 n $3) 
are bounded with reference the d-norm. We denote the closure of these 
forms which are defined on all of 53 x 23, by the same symbols [R&-& . 
We say that the operators VR&) in Jj determine bounded operators on 23, 
if 
VW4 (b n $1 C B 
and this mapping is bounded with reference the b-norm. Note that in 
general V&&L*) maps Sj into !3X. 
CONDITION G@). For eachmin the open regions&(#) the operators R,(& 
on sj determine bounded forms on b x 23 and the forms [R&L& admit 
weakly continuous extension onto the closures W*(3). Furthermore the norms of 
these form remain bounded independently of p* . 
CONDITION G,(J). For each u+ in the open regions S&(9) the operators 
VR,(,+) in 5 determine bounded operators on 23. These operators, ( VR,,(~Q))~ ,
depend continuously in norm on t.q and admit continuous extension onto the 
a&q. 
Actually in these two conditions it would be sufficient to assume the 
existence of the radial limit only, but we shall not be concerned with this 
fact. Next we assume that the operator V can be approximated in the follow- 
ing manner. 
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CONDITION Gs(3). There is a sequence of operators, { Vh}, such that for each 
k and p& in the open region B,(3), the operators VkRO(& are defined on all of 
5 and are bounded. The pair (A,, , A,, + V,) satisfies Conditions G,(9) and 
Gz(9). Furthermore 
Note that if V is A,, bounded with reference the $-norm then we can set 
I’, = V. That is, in this case, Conditions Gr(Y) and G,(9) imply Condition 
Ga(9). We refer to these three conditions by saying that the pair of operators 
(A,, , A,) is gentle over the interval 9, in short partly gentle. Next we state the 
two additional conditions. 
CONDITION A,(9). For every w in the closed and bounded interval 9, 
the operators (1 - VR,,(w*)), are invertible. That is, they admit bounded 
inverses defined on all of 8. 
CONDITION A,(Y). For each ph in 92’+(j) the operators R&J on sj 
determine bounded forms on 23 x 23. These forms are related to the unperturbed 
resolvent via the second resolvent equation, 
An elementary argument shows [A.131 that if the operator V is A,-bounded 
with reference the $-norm then the gentleness conditions and Condition 
A,(9) imply Condition A,(9). 
After these preparations we formulate a theorem on such perturbations 
which was established elsewhere [A.13]. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that the pair of operators (A,, A,) is gentle over 
the closed and bounded interval #. Suppose further that Conditions A,(9) and 
A,(9) hold. Then A,(Y) and A,(9), the part of these operators over X, are 
unitarily equivalent. 
4. THE FRIEDRICHS EXTENSION OF --d +M(p) 
In the present short section we verify the first conclusion of Theorem 2.1. 
That is, we show that - d + M(p) is bounded from below on &, . Hence it 
does admit a Friedrichs extension [B.7.e] that we denote by (- rl + M(p)), . 
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According to the Appendix, Condition II implies Condition I. At the same 
time we see from estimate (A.l) that 
,y’.r s E oD ,3e--y,<l IP,(Y) I dY = 0. 
Hence the potential p = p, fp, satisfies Condition I and relation (4.1). 
According to general considerations used by Schechter [B.5] and elsewhere 
[B.4], this two facts imply that the operator 
M(I pllz ( (1 - d)-l M(I pli2 1) is compact. 
Since the operators M(I p1j2 1) (1 - 4)-lj2 and (1 - 4)-112 M(] p112 I) are 
adjoint to each other we see that, also 
(1 - Ll)-lj2 M(p) (1 - Ll)-1/2 is compact. (4.2) 
It is a general operator-theoretic fact that the compactness of this operator 
ensures the semi-boundedness of - d + M(p). This is already implicit 
in the work of Birman [B.2] and for convenience we state and prove it in the 
lemma that follows. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let the operator V be symmetric on %((I - A)l12) and Suppose 
that 
(1 - 4)-lj2 V(1 - Ll)-l12 is compact. (4.3) 
Then the sesquilinear form of the operator 1 - A + V is bounded fiorn below 
on a((1 - A)1’2) x a((1 - A)1’2). 
To verify this lemma note that 
1 - A + V = (1 - A)1’2 [I + (1 - A)-1’2 V(1 - A)-1’2] (1 - A)1’2 
on a((1 - A)“2). (4.4) 
Let 5 be the eigenspace of the operator in the bracket in (4.4) corresponding 
to negative eigenvalues. Then from the compactness assumption it follows 
that 5 is finite dimensional. Since V is symmetric we see that the operator 
in the bracket is nonnegative on gL, the orthocomplement of 5. First we 
maintain that 
(1 - A + V) > 0 on (1 - A)-l12 3”. (4.5) 
For, setting 
g =u - A)-“2fL, f’ E v 
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we see from equation (4.4) that 
(g, (1 -A - V)g) = (fl, [l + (1 - A)-1’2 V(1 - A)--1’2]fl). 
Remembering the definition of 5’ we obtain the validity of relation (4.5). 
Next we maintain that 
dim{((l - A)-lj2 s’)‘} < CO. (4.6) 
For, suppose that the vector h is in this ortho-complement. That is, suppose 
that for every vector f 1 in gl, 
(h, (1 - d)-1’2fl) = ((1 - 4)-i/2 h,fl) = 0. 
Then clearly, we have 
(1 - Q-i’2 h E (3’)’ = 5, 
if we remember that 5 is finite dimensional. Thus 
(1 - A)-1’2 ((1 - 4-l/2 %‘}A c 5, 
and we obtain the validity of relation (4.6). Then combining relations (4.6) 
and (4.5) we arrive at the validity of Lemma 4.1. 
Next recall relation (4.2) which allows us to apply Lemma 4.1 to the opera- 
tor 
v = M(p). 
Then from this Lemma we conclude that the sesquilinear form of the operator 
1 - A + M(p) on &, is bounded from below. In other words the first 
conclusion of Theorem 2.1 is established. 
5. ESTIMATES FOR THE OPERATOR VALUED GREEN'S FUNCTION 
OF THE LAPLACIAN 
If we separate the angular and radial variables in the Green’s function 
of the Laplacian we obtain an operator which acts on the angular variables 
only. We call this operator, the operator valued Green’s function and estimates 
for its norm will play a key role in the proof of Theorem 2.1. To describe 
it more specifically we need some notations. 
Let Ydml denote the (d - I)-dimensional unit sphere and P,(Y&) the 
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&.-space over it. We shall call 2,(Y& th e accessory space and for an element 
q in &(spd-r) we set 
1 P ((11 = (/,,,=, I d4 I2 dsy)1’2. (5.1) 
For an operator t on !$s(~~-,) we denote by 1 t 1% its norm, i.e. set 
(5.2) 
We also set 
I b#4a I = I o# lx - (5.3) 
Let the transformation T mapping !2,(6,) into Z,((O, co), B,(Y&)) be 
defined by 
V(S) = 5’d-1”2f(P), f E 92(&d u E %A. (5.4) 
The definition of the induced spherical measure shows that T is an isometry. 
At the same time it follows that T is onto, i.e. 
T92(&‘.3,) = e,((o, 001, ~,(%-I>>. 
Clearly, the adjoint is given by 
T*f (4 = ( &)‘d-1”2f (I xI> (+) ,f E~,((o, co>, 92(%-l) x E gd . (5.4*) 
As is well known the spectrum of - d consists of the positive axis [B.9]. 
At every nonreal complex number p, the resolvent (p + d)-l is an integral- 
operator. That is, there is a function (p + A)-l (x, y) of the variables X, JJ 
in 8, x gd, such that for every f in 2,(&J, 
(P + Wf (4 = j (cl + A)-’ (~9 r)fW dr- (5.5) 
Definitions (5.4), (5.4*) and (5.5), together with the definition of the spher- 
ical measure show that 
T(,u + A>-l T*f(E) (u) = j.s (&I)‘~-~“~ (CL + A)-l (&, ?;l4f (4 (~1 d&4> 
f E &((o, m), 32(%-l)), 11 E q-1 * 
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For frozen f, 7 and p consider the operator on !&(Yd-r) defined by the kernel 
Then according to the previous equation, for everyf in 2,((0, CO), f!!,(y&-r)) 
In other words the 2,(Y&,) operator valued function T(p + d)-l T*(.$, 7) 
is the kernel of the operator on the left. We call the function the Green’s 
function of the Laplacian. Note that it depends on the three variables p 
and (5,~). Actually for fixed (4, 7) we have two functions of CL. One for p in 
the upper half plane and one for p in the lower half plane. As in Section 3 we 
denote the points of these half planes by w and set 
T(P+ + A)-’ T*(f,rl) 
K*w (f, 4 = 1 qpL_ + J-1 T*(& rl) 
P+ E w+t4 
p- E W-(9). (5.8) 
In the two theorems that follow we formulate two key properties of the opera- 
tor valued Green’s function. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let the operator K*&) (6, 7) on Jl?,(Y&) be dejined by 
relation (5.8). Suppose that 4 is a compact interval which does not contain 




u+zz$xj I K*(P~) (E, 4 121 = O(l) min(P, V, P, F3), 
min(l, 7, P3, F3), 
(5.9) 
THEOREM 5.2. The operators K*(& (f, T) of reZation (5.9) depend 
continuously in the !i?,(Y+,) operator-norm on the three variables l-~+ in B?*(Y) 
and any (f, 7) in [0, co) x [0, CCI). Furthermore in the variables CL* they can be 
continuously extended onto the closures S?+(Y). 
We establish these two theorems together. The joint proof makes essential 
use of the fact that TAT* admits a family of reducing subspaces and on 
each of them it acts like an ordinary differential operator. To describe this 
in more specific terms we need the notion of the Laplace-Beltrami operator 
acting in !&(Pd-,). It was emphasized by Kato [B. I] that this is the operator A 
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determined by the requirement that for every smooth function f in 
&m ah %(~-I>>, 
TAT*f(() =f”([) - $ [A + ld - “6” - 3)]f(S). (5.10) 
As is well known [B.13], A is self-adjoint, its spectrum is discrete, and it is 
given by 
0 
A2 = Z(1 + d - 2) 
i 
d= 1, 
d b 2, 1 = 0, 1, 2 ,... (5.11) 
Let fE1 denote the eigenspace of A corresponding to the eigenvalue hr. 
Let or denote the orthoprojector on CE1 i.e., set 
OlM~-d = @c > 01 = 01 9 01 ==o E 
where 61 denotes the adjoint of or . Since the spectral projectors of a self- 
adjoint operator corresponding to different eigenvalues are orthogonal, the 
operator 
n--L 
j, = C 01, j, = 0 (5. w2 
I=0 
is also a projector and clearly it is of finite rank. 
It is clear from equation (5.10) that the subspace S!,((O, co), &J reduces 
the operator TAT*. At the same time we see, that if the function ft is of the 
form 
then 
f&4 = dl x I) e2 (2) , 
TAT*f@) = [$(I x I) - & (h, + (d - ‘yd - 3, ) ~(1 x I)] e, (f-,) . 
(5.13) 
Next let L, be the !&(O, co)-closure of the operator defined by 
hJ(P) = 9qf) - + (A, + td - yd - 3, ) d/J), (5.14) 
for those complex valued smooth functions which satisfy the boundary con- 
dition p(O) = 0 and vanish at infinity. For brevity we denote the set of such 
functions by a,. In the lemma that follows, we formulate a connection 
between the Green’s functions of the operators {LI}, the projector jn of 
definition (5.12) and the operator valued Green’s function of A. 
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LEMMA 5.1. Let the operator L, be dejned by equation (5.14), and for 
each nonreal complex number p let (II + L,)-l (5,~) denote the value of the 
kernel of (I* + L,)-l at the point (5,~). Then for the operator valued Green’s 
function of A we have 
/ (P + TAT*)-l t-t, I) -AS, + TAT*)-l (6, I) III 
G SUP I c/J +J%p(5, q> / . 
m>n 
(5.15) 
To verify this lemma recall definition (5.14) which shows, according to 
general considerations [B.7.i], that the operator L, on a, is essentially self- 
adjoint. This, in turn, shows that for each nonreal CL, 
(P +q 9, = %2(0,~), 
where the bar denotes closure. For a given linear subset 6 of 2s(O, co) let 
6 * (A?‘1 denote the set of finite linear combinations of the form 
c se, , PnE6 enE6z. 
Then we see from the previous relation that, for each 1 
(5.16) 
We maintain that for each (6,~) and 1 
(CL + Q-l (t, I) * oz = T(P+ + 4-l T*(l, I) * oz . (5.17) 
Note that the left member is the product of a complex number with ol, 
while the right member is the product of an operator on A!,(Y+,) with oL . 
To verify relation (5.17), we first claim that for every function f of the form 
f (7) = (P + LJ dr)) e, v E 3, 9 e E (8 , (5.18) 
we have 
j (P + LzY (E, I> . f (4 4 = 1 T(CL + 4-l T*(5, df (7) 4. (5.19) 
It is clear from definition (5.18) that 
J (P +-G-l 65 df(d 4 = ~(0 * e. (5.19) 
To evaluate the right member of (5.19) recall equation (5.13) and definition 
(5.14). Then remembering that T is unitary we see that 
T(P + 4-l T*b(rl) * 4 = (P + U-l V(I) * e- 
409/27/I-3 
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This equation together with definition (5.18) inserted in the right member 
of (5.19) yields 
s T(P + 4-l T*(5, $f(v) 4 = &) . e. W% 
Combining relations (5.19)1 and (5.19), we obtain the validity of relation 
(5.19). According to relation (5.16) vectors of the form (5.18) are dense in 
&((O, co), @). Since the operators in (5.19) are bounded this equation holds 
on all of !&((O, co), Er). S ince the kernel of an integral operator is uniquely 
determined by the operator, we arrive at the validity of relation (5.17). 
Relation (5.17) and definition (5.12) together show that for each tl and 111 
l.G% + W T*(5, d -i,S% + J-1 T*(L d 1% 
G =v, I (P + w1 (497) I
if we remember the orthogonality of the spectral projectors. Finally taking 
the limit as m tends to infinity we arrive at the validity of conclusion (5.15). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 5.1. 
Next we describe the kernels in Lemma 5.1. For each I and d, define the 
positive number Y by 
A, + 6 (d - 1) (d - 3) = v2 - t 
Insertion of relation (5.11) in this equation yields 
v2=g, d=l 
v2 = l(Z + d - 2) + v da2 1 = 0, 1, 2 ,... (5.20) 
Clearly as I ranges over the nonnegative integers vranges over a discrete set of 
positive values, whose minimum is attained for 1 = 0. Hence 
V>d-2 ‘2’ d 3 2. (5.21) 
Insertion of equation (5.18)” in equation (5.13) yields 
Lzd!?) = - P”(5) + $ (9 - f) q(r). (5.22)r 
We maintain that the kernel of this sequence of operators is given for 
P+ in a+(~? by 
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and for CL- in SC($) by 
(5.23)- 
Here di denotes that branch of this multi-valued function for which 
Irndi>O P 4 P, a)* (5.24) 
The functions Jy and His2 are Bessel functions in the usual notations CBA]. 
More specifically the functions 
satisfy the differential equation, [B.12.a], 
Y”(Z) - f (v2 - +, Y(4 + Y(4 = 0. (5.25) 
The adjusted Hankel functions V% H:*2(z) are those solutions whose asymp- 
totic descriptions in the plane cut along the negative axis are given by 
1Zl-m zl(- a&01. (5.26)1+2 
The existence of such solutions to equation (5.25) is ensured by the theory 
of the irregular singular point [B.8]. The adjusted Bessel function da JJz) 
is the solution of equation (5.25) w h ose asymptotic expansion is given near 
the point z = 0. This expansion involves a constant that depends on V, 
and we shall not specify it or the expansion. We shall need two well known 
consequences of this expansion. The first is that for each positive number v 
the function d% J&z) is bounded near z = 0. The second consequence is 
rather delicate and it says that d.% JV( z is a linear combination of the adjusted ) 
Hankel functions with v-independent coefficients. Specifically we have 
[B.l2.b], 
6 ]@) = + I& H,‘(z) + + di H>(Z). (5.27) 
This is the so called connection formula for the Bessel function J, . Note that 
in general the symbols Jy and Hi,2 denote multi-valued analytic functions 
and we use them to denote particular single-valued branches. 
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As is well known [B.12.a] these definitions imply that the functions 
satisfy the differential equation 
v2 - & 
M(P) + $dP) - p2 &PI = 0. 
We have seen that the functions Jy(p x&) are bounded and hence square 
integrable near p = 0. Similarly we see from formulae (5.24) and (~5.26)l,~ 
that for p+ in W+(Y) the function pH,l(p G+) is square integrable near 
p = 00, and for I-L- in W-(9) so is pHv2( - p 6). These facts together with 
the Weyl representation theorem for the resolvent of an ordinary differential 
operator [B.7.f] yield the validity of formulae (5.23)* up to a multiplicative 
constant. Since we shall make essential use of the fact that this constant is 
independent of v we evaluate it. According to the representation theorem 
[B.7.f], to complete the proof of these formulae we have to show that for each 
complex number p the Wronskian of these functions equals the constant in 
(5.23)+ . That is 
For, from the connection formula (5.27) we see that for each complex number 
z in the cut plane 
This determinant is a Wronskian of equation (5.25) which does not contain a 
first order term. Hence it does not depend on z and it suffices to evaluate 
it near z = 03. Since this point is an irregular singular point [B.8] of equa- 
tion (5.25) we can differentiate he asymptotic formulae (5.26)l12. This yields 
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Insertion of these formulae and of (~5.26)~~~ in (5.30) yields, for each z in the 
cut plane, 
Since p is positive, we see from definition (5.24) that for p+ in W+(Y), 
Re(%pdL) >O. 
Hence we can set z = & p ~~ in relation (5.31). Remembering the chain 
rule this establishes the validity of relations (5.29)* . This in turn, establishes 
the validity of relations (5.23)* . 
Remembering definition (5.8) and inserting relations (5.23)* in Lemma 5.1, 
for each n we obtain the two key relations, 
Here the supremum is taken for those values of v which satisfy equation (5.20) 
and are greater than n. 
To derive conclusion (5.9) from relations (5.32),,+ we need uniform 
estimates for the Bessel functions on the right. The question of such estimates, 
for complex order and complex arguments, was investigated by Olver [B.lO]. 
All that we need however, are two corollaries of his deep results concerning 
the special case of positive order and arguments in an appropriate guadrant 
of the right-halfplane. These two corollaries were formulated and proved 
elsewhere [B. Ill. According to the first of these corollaries [B. 1 I] there is a 
constant O(1) such that for every ([, 7) in [O, co) x [0, co) and p* in a*(Y) 
the right members of (5.32),,* are majorized by 
1, 
min(pj2, 7$i2, t1i3, 7$13) 9
min(f, 7, P3, F3), 
Thus we arrive at the validity of conclusion (5.9), if we remember definition 
(5.12), which says that i,, = 0. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
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To verify Theorem 5.2 recall definitions (5.8), (5.12), and relation (5.17). 
They show that 
n-1 
Mi(P4 (6 7) = c (Pi + W' (6 7) - 02 * (5.33) 
1=0 
According to formulae (5.23)* the first factors on the right depend continu- 
ously on ty in L&(9) and (5,~) in [0, 00) x [0, co). At the same time we 
see that in the variables p* they can be continuously extended onto the 
closures W*(9). S ince {or} is a family of mutually orthogonal ortho-projectors 
on !&(.Spa-J, formula (5.33) shows that the left member has these continuity 
properties. According to the second corollary formulated elsewhere [B.ll], 
the right member of (5.32),,* tends to zero as n tends to infinity. This 
convergence is uniform in p* in the closures W*(S) and (6,~) in any compact 
subset. Thus according to relations (5.32),,+ ,the kernels K*(m) (f, 7) can 
be represented as limits of continuous kernels. Since this limit is uniform 
with reference to the !&(&-,)-operator norm, this kernel is continuous in 
the sense of Theorem 5.2. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.2. 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1 
In this section we derive Theorem 2.1 from the abstract Theorem 3.1. 
For the unperturbed operator we take - d and for the perturbed operator we 
take (- d + M(p))r . Th en with the aid of the potential p we construct a 
gentleness norm, with reference to which the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 
hold for this pair of operators. 
Our gentleness norm will consist of three terms. We define ]lfl/i to be the 
smallest number such that for every x in gd 
Ifc4 I G llflll I P&4 I * @J), 
In order to define llflla we need an elementary fact which is the consequence 
of an observation made elsewhere [A.14.a]. Specifically we need that Con- 
dition II implies the existence of a positive function wd, such that it is 





= 0, (6.2)o.m 
s: P,*(l) w&f) d5 + s; P,*(f) 1; ;l,2 I, ; ; ;I ~,~(t) d5 -=c ~0. (6.3) 
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At first he integrand in (6.3) may appear as w,-times the integrand in Con- 
dition II; this, however, is not the case. With the aid of such a function wd 
and of definitions (2.1) (5.1) and (5.5) we define llf/ls to be the smallest 
number such that for every 5 
Next with the aid of relation (2.2) we set 
llflla = Adf)? (6.1)s 
where 6 is such that the support of p, is contained in the ball I x I < 6, 
denoted by g8 . Since according to the Appendix, Condition II implies 
Condition I, it is no loss of generality to assume that the support of pa is 
disjoint from this ball. Let Pr,s be the projectors on the space of measurable 
functions which project onto this ball and its complement. That is, set 
Finally, with the aid of relations (6.1),,,,, and (6.4)i.s we define 
llflla = II pIfIll + II ~zfllz + llfll3 9 (6.1) 
and denote by b the space of those measurable functions for which this norm 
is finite. Note that if p, is indentically zero then the first and third terms in 
(6.1) are also zero. 
To verify that the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 hold for the pair 
(- A,(-- + MP))F) wit h f re erence to this norm, we need estimates for 
the Green’s function of the Laplacian. Recall definition (5.4) and set 
(CL* + 4-l (x9 Y) = R$(p*) (x, y). (6.5) 
It is well known [B.6] that the Green’s function can be written as 
q&*1 (x9 Y> = k*t(P* 9 I 32 - Y I), (64 
where k+ are such that for any compact interval 9, which does not contain 
zero, we have the three relations that follow. 
For each x, y with x # y, the two functions k*(p* , / x - y I) 
of the variables p* are continuous in the open sets S&(.Y)) and 
can be continuously extended onto the closures L%&(Y). The 
extended functions are continuous on any compact subset of 
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8, x 8, which does not contain the diagonal x = y and W& in 
the closure W+(Y). (6.7) 
To each (x, y) region in which 1 x - y 1 is bounded from 




To each (x, y) region in which 1 x - y 1 is boundedfiom below 
there is a constant O(1) such that for every WA in 9&s) 
k*(w;t , I x -y I) = O(1) (~)l’-l”z. w9.w 
After these preparations we verify the conditions of Theorem 3.1 I 
a. CONDITION G,(Y). Relation (6.7) allows us to define for each wf in 
the closure W*(Y) the extended Green’s function Rf(w*) (x, y). The lemma 
that follows will implly that these kernels define bounded forms on !23 x !I3 
for which Condition G&F) holds. We denote these forms by [Rof(w& . 
Note that Condition Gr(Y) involves only the unperturbed operator and it 
holds with reference norms which are more general then (6.1). But we shall 
not be concerned with this fact. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let the space 8 be defined by relation (6.1) and let 3 be a 
compact interval which does not contain zero. Suppose that the potential p, 
has bounded support, it satisjies Condition I, and that p, satisfies Condition II. 
Then there is a constant O(1) such that for evq p& in W+(Y) and f, g 
in b n &(fi?e) x b n &(&d) 
I (f, Q(CL*)g) I = O(1) Ilf 1191 * Ilk? 11’8 9 (6.9) 
and for each wh in the closure .9*(Y), 
DIJ~*rwP*)la (f, g) = [q+J*)l, (f, g), (6.10) 
uniformly in W* . 
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It is clear from definitions (6.4)i.s that 
+ (Plff q$(P*) P,d (6.11) 
This formula shows that in order to establish conclusions (6.9) and (6.10) 
it suffices to establish them for each of these terms. This is carried out in the 
three propositions that follow. 
PROPOSITION (6.1),, . There is a constant O(1) such that for every p+ in 
S%(Y) and f, g in !23 n B,(b,) x 23 n i?,(fF,) 
I Plf, J&P*) P1g) I = O(1) II Plf Ill *II p1g Ill (6.9)~ 
and for W+ in the closures 9?*(Y) 
uniformly in w* . 
To verify conclusion (6.9),, recall definition (6.1), which shows that 
We see from definition (2.2), estimate (6.8), and from the fact that p, has 
bounded support that 
s”,~ I(1 + I x l(d-1)‘2) * I,.-,, <26 I GhJ (x, y)My) I@! < ~0. 
Here the supremum is taken in x over all of b, although at present we need 
it only for 1 x 1 < S. Similarly, we see from estimate (6.8), that 
“;P I(1 + I x l(d-1)‘2) j,,,,>,,l &=(~L&,Y~(Y) I&! < ~0. 
Combining these two estimates we obtain 
s”,~ I(1 + I x l(d-1)‘2) j I &4 (x,Y)P~(Y) I dyl < 00. (6.13) 
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As a first consequence of this estimate and of the fact that p, is integrable, 
we see that 
is IR&4 (~9 Y>PI(X) A(YI dxdr <~0 (6.14) 
and this holds uniformly in TV+ in S!+(9) since all the other estimates did. 
Insertion of this fact in inequality (6.12) yields the validity of conclusion 
(6% . 
To verify conclusion (6.10),, recall that we defined [R~(w& by the 
extended kernel Rt(w*) (x, y). Hence 
(6.15)n 
The arguments used to establish estimate (6.14) show that the integrand on 
the right admits an integrable majorant which does not depend on pk or wf . 
According to relation (6.7) the first factor converges to zero as ph converges 
to W* and this is uniform in W* in W*(Y) and (x, y) in any compact subset 
of b, x 8, which is disjoint from the diagonal x = y. The second factor of 
the integrand in (6.15),, is clearly integrable. These facts together show that 
the integral in (6.15),, converges to zero as p* converges to W* and that this is 
uniform in W*(Y). This establishes conclusion (6.10),, and completes the 
proof of Proposition (6.1),, .
PROPOSITION (6. 1)22 . There is a constant O(1) such that for every pk 
in 9&(Y) and every f, g in !I3 n 5&(&‘J x 23 n 2,(&,), 
(P,f, R&f) P,g) = O(1) II P,f Ilb II p2kJ lb? 9 WY,, 
and for wk in the closures W*(Y), 
~~~*L~:(r*h (P,f, Pzg) = P,‘(w*t>la (P2f9 PA (6.1% 
uniformly in wk . 
This proposition is an elementary consequence of Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 
as we shall show presently. According to definition (5.5) T is a unitary 
transformation. Hence 
(Pzf, 4%) P,g) = (Tp,f, T&4 T*TPzg). 
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Remembering relation (5.7) this yields 
i’ %(8 = (fl/S 
O<<<l 
1<5 
for d>2 (6.1% 
and 
%(5) = 1 for d= 1. 
Then Theorem 5.1 implies that for every ([, 7) 
I mxP*) T*(t? dla = 00) f%(5) %(rl). 
This estimate together with definition (6.1) shows that 
(6.1% 
if we apply the Schwarz inequality in the accessory space P,(Yd-,). Since 
the second factor is the product of the values of the function m,p,*w, at the 
points f and 7, we obtain 
li I TR;(P~) T*(S, d TP,f(O * Tp,g(d lx 8 4 
= o(l) II P,f II, * II PZL’ 112 (j,” ~(15) p,*(t) w&t) do2. (6.17) 
Relations (6.3) and (6.16) together show that the integral on the right is 
finite. Insertion of this fact and of estimate (6.17) in inequality (6.12),, 
yields the validity of conclusion (6.9),, .
To verify conclusion (6.10),, 1e w+ be in W+(9). An adaptation of the t 
arguments leading to estimate (6.17) shows that 
I [ROf(PCLSI%? (Pzf, PA - &xw*>la (P2fF p2d I 
= O(1) * II Pzfll2 * II f’2g II2 * j-s I TR:(p,) T*(5, 7) - %%J+) T*(t, 7) 1% 
*P,*(O w&Y ~z*h> w&d 45 4. (6.1% 
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At the same time we see that the integrand admits an integrable majorant 
which is independent of p+ and w* . According to Theorem 5.2, as /y con- 
verges to W* , the first factor of the integrand converges to zero, and this is 
uniform in W+ in B?*(Y) and 6, 7 in any compact set. The second factor is 
independent of p* and W* and according to relation (6.3) it is integrable. 
Insertion of these facts in (6.15),, yields the validity of conclusion (6.10),, . 
This completes the proof of Proposition (6.1),, . 
PROPOSITION (6.1),, . There is a constant O(1) such that for every p+ 
in 9?+(Y) and ewery f, g in 23 ~3 2,(cYd) x b n !&.(ciYd), 
and for w* in the closure 9&(Y), 
;j~*L&P*NB (Plf? P&) = N%JSls (PlfY p2A (~.W,Z 
uniformly in wk . 
To verify conclusion (6.9),, recall definition (6.1), , which shows that 
Estimate (6.8)s together with definition (2.2) yields 
sup + II ,2--y,<28 I a4 (%Y> PzdY) I dY/ = O(l) II P*gII, * 
(6.18) 
We claim that there is a constant O(l), such that 
SUP !I I 4%4 6, Y) P&Y) I drl = O(1) II Pzg Ila . (6.19) x PI.%--Yl> lrl+s 
Here, as before, the supremum in x is taken over all of B, . For, the triangle 
inequality shows that, 
, l’\l G(n+3)lxI +s <4 for 
X nIxI+ ’ 
n = 1, 2,... 
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Hence 
i 2,2--y, > ,$.,+s (&rd-l)lz 1 p7b) ’ 4 
< 4’6u/2 f J 
( 1 
-!- (d-1)‘2 jP&y) j dy. 
n=l ni~l+s<2/2-Yl<~lt+1~121+8 IY I 
Insertion of estimate (6.8), in this inequality yields 
s 2,r--y, > ,2,+6 I&a (XT Y) P2dY) I dY = O(l) 1 (&)(d-1)‘2 I PzdY) I dY- 
Definitions (5.1) (6.1), and (5.5) show that 
T'd-1'/2 
I Ivl=1 
/ p&P) / dsv = 0(1)IIp~112P~(rl)Wd(17), 
if we apply the Schwan inequality in the accessory space fi,(sP,,). These 
two estimates together with relation (6.3) establish the validity of estimate 
(6.19). 
As a first consequence of estimates (6.18) and (6.19) we see that 
SUP 1 I &CL*;) (~7 Y) P&Y) I dy/ = O(l) II f’g I/B . IXl<8 
(6.20) 
Insertion of this fact in inequality (6.12),, yields the validity of conclusion 
(6.912 . 
The validity of conclusion (6.10),, follows from an adaptation of the 
arguments used to establish (6.9)rs . Since this adaptation is similar to the 
one in the proof of Proposition (6.1), we do not carry out the details, and 
consider the proof of Proposition (6.1),, complete. 
Another adaptation of the arguments used to establish conclusion (6.9),, , 
that we shall not carry out either, shows that Proposition (6.1),, remains 
valid if we interchange the roles of PJ and Pg. 
Finally, inserting this fact and Propositions (6,1)(11),(sa, nd (6.1),, in 
equation (6.11) we arrive at the validity of Lemma 6.1. 
b. CONDITION G,(Y). To verify the condition for each W* in the closure 
W*(S) we define the operator (M(p) @(w+))s by the kernel, 
(WP) %%J*>)a @, Y) = P(X) a4 (-5 Y>* 
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The fact that this kernel defines a bounded operator on b is implied by the 
lemma that follows. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let the space 23 be dqked by the norm (6.1) and let 9 be a 
compact interval which does not contain zero. Suppose that the potential p, 
has bounded support, it satisfies Condition I, and that pz satisfies Condition II 
and Condition K. Then there is a constant O(1) such that for every pTt in S*(9) 
and f in b n !i?,(8d) 
II M(Pl + PJ MPLSfllB = O(l) llflla 9 (6.21) 
and for each w;t in the closure 9&‘+(Y), 
Jj=“w* IIM(Pl + P2) e(P*) - WP, + Pz) &w*> Ilb = 0, (6.22) 
uniformly in W+ . 
To verify conclusion (6.21) we first maintain that there is a constant 
O(1) such that for every p* in a+(Y) and f in 23 
II Pl(M(Pl + PJ Kh*)hf II1 = O(l) Ilf II23 - (6.21)1 
To see this, for each EL* in a*(9) and g in b set 
Since the supports of the potentials p, and p, are disjoint, and the support of 
pr is contained in the ball a8 , we see from definitions (6.1), and (6.4), that 
Estimates (6.13) and (6.20) show that 
uniformly in PL+ in W*(Y) and f in 23. Insertion of these facts in (6.24), 
yields the validity of conclusion (6.21), .
Second we maintain that, 
II PdM(Pl + Pz) &P*Nsf II2 = O(1) Ilf II23 - (6.21), 
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To see this, set 
(6.23)z 
Then it is clear from definitions (6.1), (2.1) and (5.1) that for every f, 
According to definitions (6.1), and (5.5) 
I IMPS pIf(5) 1% = O(1) II ~Iflll i?d-1)‘2 sup I ep*:) (?Y)PI(Y) I4. lxl=5 s 
(6.26) 
This estimate together with estimate (6.13) and relations (6.2),,, shows that 
UPi 9 Plf> < 00, (6.2% 
uniformly in p* in W*(Y) and f in 8. To estimate the second term in (6.24), 
recall definition (5.5) which shows that 
TR&) Pz f = TR; T*TP, f. 
Hence, according to relation (5.7), 
I T&-4 PzfW l’z[ G j I T~tbLs T*K 4 lx * I TP,f(d 1% 4. 
For brevity assume that d 3 3. Then using Theorem 5.1 to estimate the 
first factor in this integral and definition (6.1)s to estimate the second factor, 
we obtain 
& 1 TR;(p+) P,f (0 1% = O(1) II Pzf 112 j mi;~~~1’3)d+?) %(‘I) do* 
(6.27) 
Relations (6.2),,, show that there is a constant O(l), such that for every 7 
mi;‘[i1’3) = 0( 1) max( 1, 7jJ13). 
a 
According to relation (6.3) 
s m=(l, $‘3) P~*(T> w&d dv <CO. 
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Inserting these facts in (6.27) we arrive at 
I2(cL* 9 P2f) < co, (6.2% 
uniformly in t~i in L?&(Y) and f in 23. This estimate, in turn, together with 
(6.25)U inserted in inequality (6.24)2 yields the validity of conclusion (6.21), .
Third, we maintain that 
II w(Pl+ P2) &-4Bf II3 = O(l) Ilf IIB * Wh 
To see this, set 
(6.23)a 
where the supremum is taken over all of gd. Then remembering definition 
(6.1)s we see that 
IIW(P1 + P2) mP*>>af II3 G IIPI +P2 II3 (UP* 9 Plf 1 II Plf Ilb 
+ &i Y Paf 1 II P2f IIB - (6.24)~ 
Estimate (6.13) shows that 
uQ,~lf) < 009 (6.25), 
uniformly in k in G&R) and f in 8. In case S = 0, conclusion (6.21)s is 
evident, and so assume that 6 f 0. We claim that to 6 there is a constant 
O(l), such that 
sup x II 46<2iz--~I <id+8 
I &Y/4 (x2 r> P2f (39 I 4Yl = O(l) II P2f II2 - (6.28) 
Since 6 # 0 estimate (6.8), together with the Schwarz inequality shows 
that the left member is majorized by 
O(1) (J 2,2--y,<,z,+8 (&Jd-lP:(IY I) dyy2 -(J ‘;:;y;)‘2 dY)l12. 
2 
Carrying out the spherical integration in the second factor and using defini- 
tions (5.5) and (6.1)a we obtain 
(I lP2flY) I2 P,*(l Y I) dy)“’ = O(1) - II P2f2 II2 *(1,” P&I) f4i2(r)) 4y2. 
Since the support of p:(7) is disjoint from the interval [0,6) and 6 # 0, we 
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see from relation (6.3) that this integral is finite. An elementary application 
of the triangle inequality shows that for every vector y in 8, 
46<2jx-yI<Ixl+6 implies IY I >*(lxl +a)* 
Hence according to Condition K, for such values of y, 
P*(lY I) = 0 (j-q& 1 * 
From these estimates and from the translation invariance of the Lebesgue 
measure, we obtain the validity of estimate (6.28). Estimates (6.28), (6.18), 
and (6.19) together show that 
~dPLf~P2f) < a. (6.2% 
Inserting estimates (6.25) (ai), (aa) in inequality (6.24), yields the validity of 
conclusion (6.21), .
Finally combining estimates (6.21)(,,,,,, we arrive at the validity of con- 
clusion (6.21). 
To verify conclusion (6.22) we first maintain that 
uniformly in w& in B?*(9). To see this, for each integer k and vector g in 8 
set 
(6.29)1 
Since the supports of the potentials p, and pa are disjoint, we see from defini- 
tions (6. 1)1 and (6.4)r.a that for every f in 23 
II PlKWP1-t PJ mP*Nz3 - (M(P, + P,> ~bJ*>bl Ill 
G I&* > w* 9 Plf, a> II Plf II8 + 4&* 3 w* 9 P,f, a) II P,f II23 * (6.30)1 
he arguments leading to estimates (6.13) and (6.20) show that 
y-2 Id,@ > %t 9 Pl,,f, 4 = 4(Pi , w* , Pl,2f, a>, (6.31)~,(,,, 
and that this is uniform in CL* in G?*(9), W* in W*(Y) and f in 2% Combin- 
ing these arguments with the continuity relations of equation (6.7) and 
Theorem 5.2, we obtain, for frozen k and f 
lim 4(pk, ck:, P,,,f, 4 = 0. LL*=w* 
409/2711-4 
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These two relations together show [B.7.a] that 
At the same time it follows that this is uniform in W& in W*(Y) and f in 8. 
Insertion of this relation in inequality (6.3Oh yields the validity of conclusion 
(6.22), .
Second, we maintain that 
uniformly in w& in WQ). To see this, set 
Then, similarly to inequality (6.24)s ,we have 
II p,wm 4 $5) aJ*h - Pm1 + I4 &J*M f II2 
G u-Q,fJJ%, Plf, 00) II Plf IId + up* 9 w* 3 P,f, a) II P,f lb3 * (6.30)s 
The arguments leading to estimate (6.26) together with relations (6.2),,, 
show that 
&&$ I&, w* , Plf, 4 = a*, W& , Plf, co>, (6.31)21 
uniformly in I-L+ and UJ~ and f. Combining these arguments with the con- 
tinuity relation (6.7) and estimates (6.8),,, we obtain, for frozen k, 
Thus 
lim I& , +k , PJ 4 = 0. p*=w* (6.32),1 
A slight adaptation of the arguments leading to estimate (6.25)ss hows 
that estimate (6.27) implies 
‘Rz I& > w* , P,f, 4 = 4(/u, wi. 9 P,f, ~0). 631L2 
Combining these arguments with the continuity statement of Theorem 5.2 
we obtain, for frozen k, 
lim &(I-+, w& , P,f, k) = 0. !+=w* 632),, 
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Thus 
lim I&, wi , P,f, a) = 0. 
LJ’i=w* 
(6.3% 
Insertion of relations (6.31)(,), cze) in inequality (6.30)s yields the validity 
of conclusion (6.22)s .
Third, we maintain that 
lim II Pm, + P,> @(ll*))a - (Jqp, + pJ R;(w*))a II3 = 0. (6.22), 
w*=w* 
To see this set 
Then we see from definition .(6.1)s that for every f in d, 
Definitions (6.29)(,,,) show that for k = 6, 
&(cL* , wk , g, 8) = UPi , CL 98, 03). 
This relation together with (6.33)(,,,, (i2) yields 
lim &(P+ , wi , P,,,f, 4 = 0. &==%z 
We see from estimate (6.13) that 
p’E”m &* , w+ 9 Plf, 4 = ukt , Wf , Plf, a). (6.32),x 
The arguments leading to estimate (6.25)a2 show that 
Since both of these limit relations are uniform in pk and w+ and f, we obtain 
lim ~(PFL~, wk, P,,,f, a) = 0. IQ=+ 
Insertion of these relations in inequality (6.30)s yields the validity of con- 
clusion (6.22), .
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Finally, combining conclusions (6.22)(,,,,,, we arrive at the validity of 
conclusion (6.22). This completes the proof of Lemma 6.2. 






The lemma that follows implies the validity of this condition. 
LEMMA 6.3. Let th space b be defined by relation (6.1) and let Im h f 0. 
Suppose that the potentials p, and p, satisfr the assumptions of Theorem 2.1. 
Then for each k the operator M(p, + pi”‘) is A-compact with reference to the 
!&J&J mwm, and 
;z II W(P, + P!? &-4)s - (M(PI + P’,“‘) R&*))B II = 0. (6.35) 
Furthermore the operators (M(pI +p,) R&Q))@ are compact. 
To verify the first conclusion recall that according to the assumptions 
of Theorem 2.1 the operator M(p,) is A-compact with reference to the 
!&(~&norm. Condition II together with estimate (A.l) of the Appendix 







This, in turn, shows [B.4], [B.5] that each of the M(pi”‘) is A-compact with 
reference to the a,(&,) norm. That is, the first conclusion holds. 
To verify conclusion (6.35) first recall that by assumption the supports of 
p, and pa , hence p, and PA”‘, are disjoint. This yields, for each k, 
II PJW(PI + PZ) Rb*))a - (M(PI + P$‘) R&))a IL = 0. (6.3% 
We claim that 
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To see this, in analogy to definition (6.29)s et 
I2(Pf > g, 4 = SUP [ 
1 I ~%fW g(5) la 
- 
(I/R)<C<L WC451 1 Ilglla - 
Then in analogy to inequality (6.30), we have 
II P2W(P, + P2) &P*:))s - WYP, + P9 &P*>h3lfllz 
G [I2(Pi 9 Plf> a) - Iz(PL;t 2 PLh 41 II ~Lflla 
+ [Iz(P% 7P,f, 03) - I2(cL* > P,f7 WI II Pzflls * (6.36)2 
The arguments leading to relations (6.31)(,,,,(,,) show that 
uniformly in f in 8. Insertion of this fact in inequality (6.36)s yields the 
validity of conclusion (6.35), .
Next we claim that 
lim II Pfh + P2) ~S4h - (WA + PY> G%423 II3 = 0. (6.3% 
For, in analogy to inequality (6.24)s we have, for everyf in B 
II FWP, + Pd Kb*:)h - W@, + k’, e-4alf II3 
G 1192 -PP Ii2 *w-4 3 PI/f) II PIfIle + I,(,* 9P2f) II P2flld (6.37) 
For brevity assume that d > 3. Insertion of definition (6.35)‘“) in estimate 
(A.l& of the Appendix, yields 
where the integral on the right is extended over 
I~I-226<7l<Ix~+26 and otv<f or v>k. 
Hence we see from Condition II and definition (6.1), that 
gz II P, - PF’ II3 = 0. 
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Insertion of this fact and of estimates (6.25)(a1),(a2) in inequality (6.37) 
yields the validity of conclusion (6.35), .
Having established conclusions (6.35)(,,,) and (6.35), we arrive at the 
validity of conclusion (6.35). 
According to this conclusion, to verify the compactness of 
PU + PA %X4)23 it suffices to show that for each k the operators 
W(Pl + Pa m4h are compact. To see this, let t&G?J denote the space 
of continuous functions on the ball GYk in d’d , with the maximum norm. The 
arguments used to establish conclusion (6.22) show that the transformations 
are continuous. At the same time we see that a bounded subset of 23 is 
mapped into an equicontinuous and uniformly bounded set of functions. 
Hence according to the Arzela-Ascoli criterion [B.7.b] this map is compact. 
Definitions (6.1) and (6.34) W) show that the transformation 
JqP, + PP> : WQ + % 
is bounded. Thus, each of the operators (M(p, + pik)) R&Q))% can be 
factored as a product of a bounded and a compact transformation. This 
establishes the compactness of these operators and the proof of Lemma 5.3 
is complete. 
(d) CONDITION A,(9). Let 9 be a compact interval of the positive axis 
which does not contain zero. In this subsection we show that if the potential 
p = p, + pa satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 then Condition A,(Y) 
holds. That is to say, for each w in J the operators (1 - M(p, + pz) R:(w)), 
are invertible. According to Lemma 6.3 the second term is compact and hence 
according to the Fredholm alternative [B.7.c] it suffices to show that this 
operator is one to one. In other words assume that B is an exceptional point 
in 9 and f-is an exceptional vector in b for which either 
(1 - WP, + PJ mmrs f = 0 or (1 - M(P, + PJ was f = 0. 
Then we have to show that 
(6.38)* 
f= 0. (6.39) 
To verify this implication first note that the sesquilinear form [R:(G)], 
and the vector f" define a functional on b. Namely, the functional which 
assigns to the vector g in b the complex number [&(&)I% (J g). In view of 
our choice of S this functional corresponds to the function 
(6.40) 
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First consider the case of dimensions d > 2. As a consequence of assump- 
tion (6.38)* we show that this function is twice continuously differentiable 
near any point x at which P(X) is Holder continuous. We claim that f is 
bounded near such a point x. To see this, recall estimate (6.8), and defini- 
tion (6.1). They imply that 
Insertion of this estimate and of (6.8), in assumption (6.36)* yields for d > 3, 
f(x) = o(l) /,.-,, <l (&)d--l jcy) 4 + O(l), Wlh 
and for d = 2 a similar formula with a log-kernel. Note that for dimensions 
d < 3 these kernels are square integrable and according to definition (6.l)fis 
locally square integrable. Hence in case of dimensions d < 3, the Schwarz 
inequality shows that f is bounded near x. In case of dimensions d 3 4 the 




++7- -. 1 =d--4 
d 
Next define the integer n by the inequality 
O<d-4n<4. 
Then a repeated application of the Sobolev inequality [B.3] shows that near x 
the function f-is integrable with power a(n) where 
1 d - 4n -=- 
44 2d 
hence a(n) > -$ . 
This lower estimate for or(n) allows us to apply the Holder inequality to 
the left member of (6.41)4 and we obtain the boundedness of f-near x, as 
we have claimed. Insertion of this boundedness in (6.40) allows us to dif- 
ferentiate under the integral sign. This fact in turn, inserted in assumption 
(6.38)* yields the Holder continuity off(x) near x. As is well known [B.3], 
[B.12] this Holder continuity implies that the right member of (6.40) is 
twice continuously differentiable aswe have maintained. A similar elementary 
argument, that we shall not carry out, shows that this function satisfies the 
differential equation 
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As a second consequence of assumption (6.38)* we derive an asymptotic 
description of this function near x = co. To do this we need a spectral 
transformation of - d. That is a unitary transformation mapping !&(a,) 
into an !i?,(O, co), 2l) space which carries - d into the multiplication operator. 
As is well known for - d the accessory space % can be chosen to be 22(Y&). 
Since Fourier transformation carries - d into the square of the multiplica- 
tion operator we see that the kernel 
Uo(w, y) (24) = -& (-&-)“” (+)“” OJ(~-~)/~ exp(i(r4, y) ZTW), 
defines such a transformation. It was observed elsewhere [A.13.a] that, 
under general circumstances, Condition Gr(Y) implies that U,, can be 
extended to b, and it maps vectors in 23 into continuous L?!,(SP,,)-valued 
functions. Hence for each w in 9, the function value 
is well defined. We shall also need the evident fact that the transformation T
of definition (5.5) maps continuous functions on b, into continuous e2(yd-1) 
valued functions. With the aid of these notations we formulate, 
LEMMA 6.4. To each positive number w there is a constant y such that for 
everyf in23, 
fz I WkWf (5) IZI = Y I Gf (WI Ia - (6.44) 
To verify this lemma we need the asymptotic description of the functions 
k* of relation (6.6). It is well known that there is a constant y such that 
h*(w, p) - y (+-)cd-1)‘2 exp(f + z/zj at p - co. 
Hence 
k*(w, / & - y I) - y (+)(dm1)‘2 exp( f it &) * exp( f i(u, y) 4:) 
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At the same time it follows that this is uniform in y on any compact subset 
of 8, and in u in f?,(L&). Th us if f in !I3 has compact support then 
c?~-~)/~ j K?w) @, r>f(r) dr - Y expkt i(u, Y) d/w)f(y> dy 
near 5 - co. 
Since this holds uniformly in u in e,(sP,-,), this implies that the u-integral 
of the absolute value squares are also asymptotic. Hence remembering 
definitions (5.1), (5.5) and relation (6.43) we arrive at 
I N+J)f(~) I% - I Uo.eJ) /a > near 5% cn. 
That is to say, conclusion (6.44) holds under the additional assumption that f 
has bounded support. 
To verify this conclusion for a generalf, set 
Then we see from definition (6.1) and estimate (A.l) of the Appendix, that 
‘K? Ilf -.fk! l/B = 0. (6.45) 
This fact together with estimates (6.25)(,,,,(,,, yields, at each point 6, 
At the same time it follows that this is uniform in .$ in [0, w). According to 
the already established part of the lemma 
As is well known, these two relations together imply 
According to an observation made elsewhere [A.13.a], under general circum- 
stances the product of the evaluation functional with Us is a bounded func- 
tional on %. Hence remembering relation (6.45) we obtain 
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Upon inserting this equation in the previous one we arrive at the validity of 
conclusion (6.44). This completes the proof of Lemma 6.4. 
Next we apply Lemma 6.4 to the exceptional point i3 and vector p of 
assumption (6.40). This yields 
According to the basic Lemma 3.1 of [A.13], assumption (6.40) implies that 
the right member is zero. Hence 
p-3 I w%4f(S) 1% = 0. (6.46) 
Now we invoke a theorem of Kato [B.l]. This says that if the potential p
satisfies his Condition K then each solution of equation (6.42) for which 
(6.44) holds, vanishes in some neighborhood of infinity. Hence remembering 
the unique continuation principle [B.3] we obtain that for every x in &‘d 
R&5) f(x) = 0. 
Finally inserting this relation in assumption (6.38)* we arrive at the validity 
of conclusion (6.39) in case of dimensions d > 2. 
Next consider the case of dimension d = 1. In this case the integrability 
assumption on the potential p does not imply that Rb(~)f”is twice continu- 
ously differentiable. Nevertheless it does imply that it has an absolutely 
continuous first derivative. Then from an extended Tit&marsh lemma 
[B.7.g] we can conclude the validity of conclusion (6.39). Since this was 
carried out elsewhere [A.14.b] for a related operator we skip the details. 
Thus conclusion (6.39) holds for arbitrary dimensions and this establishes 
the validity of Condition A,($) for the pair of operators 
(- A* (- d + WPl + PdF). 
(e) CONDITION A,(Y). Let T be a bounded operator acting on an abstract 
Banach space b and suppose that 1 - T is invertible. Then clearly 
(1 - T)-1 - 1 = (1 - T)-l T. 
The already established Conditions G1($) and A,(Y) show that if we choose 
p+ in R*(Y) close enough to the interval 4, then the operator 
T = WCPI + Pz) &v*))a , 
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has this property. Hence Condition A,(Y) is implied by the relation 
[MfL*t)la = Rbfh (1 - WA + Pz) mP*Kil. (6.47) 
TO verify this relation, recall the family of approximating potentials 
introduced in (6.34)k. According to considerations used by Schechter [B.5] 
and elsewhere [B.4], there is a constant O(1) such that for every k, in the 
$ = !&(a,) operator norm, 
II MCI $9 I”“) KxtL*) WI PP’ I”“) llsj = O(1) t&3 
This implies that 
II ms-4)1’2 Jqp,+ P$‘> (Ro’(P*))1’2 - (mP*))1’2 M(p, + p,) (@p*)y2 115 
= O(l) MP2 - fP>. (6.48) 
Definitions (2.2) and (6.34)tk) together with estimate (A.l) show that the 
right member converges to zero. Hence, we have in the L?,(cF,) operator 
norm, 
lim ~~gf(~S)~‘~ VW, + P) (~*(w-))~‘~ h=m 2 0 
= (~of(P*N1’2 VP1 + P2> mCL*w2. 
According to a lemma formulated elsewhere [B.4.a], I?:&), the resolvent 
of (- d + M&l + P2))F > can be expressed in terms of RO(& as 
R:(PS = (e(P*))1’2 * [l - Kb*)Y2 WA + P2> mP*))“T’ 
* (@P*))1’2. (6.49) 
These two equations together show that for large enough k 
u - (~LaE1*)Y2 oh + P2) &(P*Nl f = 0 implies f = 0. 
According to Lemma 6.3, M(7(pl +pl”)) is d-compact. Hence 
[l - Kb*)Y2 Jml + I$‘> (~o”(P*))1’21 * (qaPi)YZ 
= (&3FL*)Y2 * (1 - WP, + P9 %(p*>). (6.50) 
At the same time it follows that the second factor on the right is invertible. 
Hence (6.58) yields 
vGbd)“” = u - @l%4Y2 WPl + pf’, (~&PI 
. (&*W2 * (1 - VP, + P’,“‘) e(P*))-l. 
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Finally from this equation we obtain 
(~3cL*W2 * u - &3/1*Y2 wp, + &‘) (R&4*))““]-’ * (R&.L*)y2 
= a4 * (1 - WP, + It’> McL*))-‘. 
Remembering equations (6.48) and (6.49) we see that as K tends to infinity 
the left member tends to R&t) in the $,(G?~) operator-norm. The second 
factor on the right need not converge in the Q2(gd,) operator-norm. Neverthe- 
less we see from conclusion (6.35) of Lemma 6.3 that the second factor 
converges in the 2%operator-norm. Since the operators R&Q) on 2,(&J 
determine bounded forms on 93 x 23 we arrive at the validity of relation 
(6.47). This establishes the validity of Condition A,(Y). 
Now let us summarize our statements. We have shown that the 
assumptions of Theorem 2.1 imply that the pair of operators 
(- 4 (- d + JWl + p2M, satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 over 
any compact interval 4 of the positive axis which does not contain zero. 
Therefore, the continuous parts of these operators over such an interval 9
are unitarily equivalent. Since the spectral projectors of a self-adjoint operator 
are countably additive [B.7], the continuous parts of these operators over 
the entire positive axis are unitarily equivalent. According to general con- 
siderations [B.4], [BS], the compactness relation (4.2) implies that the 
essential spectrum of (- d + M(p, + P2))r is disjoint from the positive 
axis. Hence its continuous part over the positive axis equals its entire con- 
tinuous part. Thus we arrive at the validity of Theorem 2.1. 
APPENDIX 
In this appendix we show that Condition II implies Condition I. Clearly 
this is true for dimension d = 1 and hence we can assume that d > 2. 
According to definition (2.2) it suffices to show that there is a constant O(1) 
such that for every S and x in rZ2 
s ,x--y, <8 I P2W I log +jq dr 
< O(1) min 
( 
1, 1 + I 1% I x I I 
)I 
Ml+6 
1x1 cz , ,-y?) rlv + I 1% rl I) 4 (A.112 
and x in 8, with d > 3 
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The integral on the right is extended for positive values of 7 only and for 
brevity this is not indicated explicitly. 
To verify this estimate we need an extension of a well known integral 
formula [B.12.b]. This extension is formulated in the lemma that follows. 
In it CJ~-~ denotes the volume of the (d - I)-dimensional unit ball and Y(p(11, cz) 
denotes the cap of the (d - I)-dimensional unit sphere corresponding to angle 
01 and center at the end-point of u. More specifically, we set 
LEMMA A. Suppose that to the function f (et) of the variable v in 6, there is a 
unit vector u and a function g such that for every v, 
Then 
f(v) =dh 4). (A.9 
s , s(u a) f (v) dS, = (d - 1) U+1 siOal.g(s) (1 - s’)@-~)‘~ & (A.3) 
To verify conclusion (A.3) we introduce some notations. Let ‘Zd(u, a) 
denote the cone in 8, around the unit vector u with angle a. That is, set 
%d(U, a) = &[v : v E cs-+d , Iv I cos 01 < (4 v) < I v Il. (A-4) 
Indicentally we note that for 01 in [0, r/2] this cone is convex and for 01 in 
(n/2, n) its complement is convex. For (Y = rr this cone is convex again since 
it equals 8, . Let gd(O, Y) denote the ball in 8, of radius Y with center at the 
origin and set 
&?(Y, U, a) = ?&(O, Y) n V,(U, a). 
Then, remembering the definition of the spherical measure induced by the 
Lebesgue measure in 8, , we have 
(A-5) 
Next we use assumption (A.2) to evaluate the left member of (A.5). For 
brevity assume that OL is in [0, w/2]. F or each positive number s let S’(W) 
denote the hyperplane in 8, which is perpendicular to u and goes through 
the point su. It is an elementary fact that 
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and in case of dimension d = 2 thii is illustrated in Fig. I. This relation 
together with assumption (A.2) yields 
s I(r u a,f(~) dr =uct-I I:,,.. A46 tan cdd-’ d . # + Od-l s:,,, g(s) r2- s2)(d--l)‘2 d.s, 
since the level surfaces of the function f are the hyperplanes I’. DifIer- 
entiating this formula with respect to r and inserting the result in relation 
(A.5) we obtain the validity of conclusion (A.3). This completes the proof 








To derive conclusion (A.l) from Lemma A, for each pair of vectors x, y 
in &d x bd set 
x = .$u, uEgd, lul=l 
Y = ?V, DE&d, IvI=l, 
and with the aid of a given positive number 8 define 
arctan ~ ” 6 f>S 
01= (A.61 
?r o<g<s. 
We claim that the ball Bd(x, 6) is contained in the intersection of the cone 
‘14,@, CX) and the annulus between the balls 
gd(o, it + 8) and ad(o, m=(O, 6 - 8)). 
For, in case of dimensions d = 2 this is evident from Fig. IIa and IIb. The 
case of dimensions d > 3 follows from this special case if we note that both 
the ball .9Sd(x, 8) and the annulus are symmetric with respect to the axis 
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determined by the unit vector u. This inclusion relation together with 
definition (2.2) shows that for d = 2 
s I%--Yl G3 (1 +1% I x -Y I> IP,(Y) I dr 
G (1 + % ISu -r)v I)ds, d? CA.712 
and for d > 3, 
s,,-,,<, (A _1 Ia) ’ dy 
First we estimate the inner integral on the right for the case dimensions 
d > 3. To do this for frozen e, 7 and u set 
.txv) = (I c% 1 TV I ),_,. 
Then defining the function gd(S) of the variable s by 
(AJ%l 
we have 
gd(S) = (p + $- 2frls )(d-2)‘2, 
fd(V) = gdh V))’ 





.wu,af I 5% - 7” I 




It is an elementary fact that for every (I, 7) 
--I<s<l implies 
1 
t2 + T2 - 2& 
(A.lO) 
Insertion of this inequality in definition (A.8), yields 
This, in turn, inserted in relation (A.9)d yields 
s ( 1 --)‘-’ dS, < (d - 1) ad, 1’ s%.a) I su - v I cosa (A)“’ ds . ($,“-” 
Wlh 
According to definition (A.6) 
1 - cos 01 = 
i 
4+($3)a-1 ~>s 
4 + (I&) 
Hence 
and 
I 2 .t <s. 
1 - cos (11 = O(1) min (1, (A,“) , 
S:os,(~)l’2dE=0(1)min(1,j~/). (A.12) 
Insertion of this estimate and of (A.1 I& in inequality (A.7& yields the validity 
of conclusion (A.l), . 
To verify conclusion (A.l), set 
fib4 = log (, .& : rl” ,) 
and 
g,(s) = 1% 
1 
%+,12-2bp’ 




,os,g2(s) (1 - s~)-~‘~ ds. (A-% 
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Inserting inequality (A. IO) in definition (A.8), we obtain 
An adaptation of the arguments leading to estimate (A.12) yields 
Jcos, log (i-i--,) (1 - w’2 ds 
=0(1)min(1,(1+jlogl~I/)/~~~. 
These three inequalities together show that 
s ( 1 9Tu*d log j &-Tp1 dsv 1 
= O(l)min (1, (1 + /log I& I I) I& I) (l + 1 log71 1). 
Inserting this inequality in inequality (A.7), we arrive at the validity of 
estimate (A.l), . 
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